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Abstract: Carbon fiber composites are a popular design material due to their high specific strength.
The directional strength of woven composites can be customized by changing the orientation and
sequencing of individual lamina within the ply stack. This allows for the potential of specialized
parts designed for specific applications, leading to both performance gains and weight savings. One
challenge is the ability to characterize non-destructively the orientations of the individual lamina after
the manufacturing process. Current industrial methods used to verify the ply stack are destructive to
the part, increasing costs and material waste. This creates the need for a non-destructive technique
capable of determining the ply stack, both for quality control and for in-service parts, including when
there may be access to just a single side of the composite. This research introduces a procedure to scan
a fabricated laminated composite using pulse-echo ultrasound coupled with an automated algorithm
to determine the layer-by-layer orientation of the ply stack with a specific focus on woven composites.
In this work, 12 unique plain-weave laminates ranging from 3 lamina to 18 lamina thick are studied.
The orientations of each stacking sequence are different, with some following standard composite
design methodologies and others randomly stacked. The mathematical technique presented in this
work correctly characterizes non-destructively the orientation of each individual lamina to within 1◦

with 73% confidence and to within 3◦ with 98.3% confidence of the as-manufactured orientation.

Keywords: carbon fiber composite; directional orientation; ultrasonics; non-destructive testing;
ply orientation

1. Introduction

Carbon fiber composites are a highly desirable design material in a variety of industries
due to their high specific strength. Laminated carbon-fiber-reinforced composites also
benefit from the ability to align the strength along preferential loading paths based on
the specific application. The final properties of the as-manufactured laminate are highly
sensitive both to the number of plies and to the orientation of the plies [1–5]. It is then
imperative that the composites be manufactured as designed and that techniques be
developed that can inspect the as-manufactured ply stack without the destruction of
the composite.

Several non-destructive techniques have been presented to determine the lamina
fiber orientation in composites, such as visual analysis during the manufacturing pro-
cess [6], eddy current of thin carbon composites with unidirectional lamina [7,8], and
terahertz to determine the total stacking sequence [9]. These methods complement the
presented technique but, respectively, are not able to inspect parts post-manufacture, in-
spect thicker composites, or determine individual lamina orientation. Two non-destructive
techniques have shown particular promise in determining the lamina fiber orientation:
ultrasound [10–16] and X-ray CT [17–20]. X-ray CT methods, although quite effective in
capturing the internal microstructure of a composite, are limited in application due to
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challenges in scanning large components, safety considerations, and the significant capital
investment costs required for the necessary equipment.

By contrast, ultrasound is considered to be relatively low-cost [21] and is one of the
most popular non-destructive techniques [22]. It has proven to be a promising technology
for the inspection of composites to identify manufacturing defects [23–25], such as foreign
objects, quantify damage [26–29], and even evaluate adhesive bondlines [30–33]. In contrast
to the works in identifying local changes in orientation for a thin unidirectional composite,
such as the work by Mizukami et al. [8], this work is focused on thicker composite stacks
and identifying a layer-by-layer characterization of the ply orientation. In addition, works
that identify out-of-plane misalignment, such as that caused by impact damage, as shown
in Yang et al. [29], are out of the scope of this study. This study focuses on the orientation
characterization in the plane of the ply layup.

In the work by Smith and Clarke [10], a 20 MHz contact ultrasound probe was used
to inspect the orientation of unidirectional composites. They demonstrate both manual
and automated scanning techniques and show the ability to distinguish ply orientations
of 0◦, ±45◦, and 90◦ when combined with a careful gating of the ultrasonic signal. They
extended the work to include parts scanned with a painted coating and with layers of
a copper mesh, and they demonstrated the additional layers did not impact the ability
to determine ply orientation for a unidirectional composite laminate. Their method did
struggle when multiple layers had the same orientation or when multiple layers alternated
through the same two orientations, i.e., a sequence of [0/45/0/45].

Hsu et al. [11] demonstrated that shear wave ultrasonics can be used to detect errors in
ply orientation layup using a differential measurement against the properly made sample.
Using the angular dependence of the shear wave, they were able to generate a “fingerprint”
for a laminate and then determine when a laminate has misaligned plies. Their method
was demonstrated on unidirectional laminates of 24 and 48 ply thicknesses. In a successive
work, Im et al. [13] developed a simplified ply-by-ply vector decomposition to qualitatively
identify misaligned plies. They provide comparisons between modeled scan results and
experimental results for different quasi-isotropic ply stacks that show strong agreement.
The above works by Hsu et al. and Im et al. are helpful for determining the existence of
misaligned plies in a laminate, but both are limited to the use of unidirectional laminates
and do not quantify which plies are misoriented.

Hsu et al. [12] used the two-dimensional Fourier transform on the ultrasonic data of
unidirectional carbon fiber composites to determine ply orientation. Their work utilized a
20 MHz and 50 MHz transducer to scan the composites. By gating the ultrasonic signal at
the interface between two laminae, they found that the orientations of both the lamina below
and above the interface were present in the data. They distinguish the two orientations
by summing the amplitudes for respective angles of the transformed data. The angle
with the highest summed amplitude was taken to be the predicted orientation of the
lamina. They presented results for a 16-ply laminate where their method correctly predicts
the orientation of all interior laminates while failing to predict the first and last layers’
orientations. Their work focused on laminae oriented at 0◦, ±45◦, and 90◦ and included
a small study demonstrating the potential to predict orientations of 0◦, 2◦, 5◦, 10◦, 15◦,
and 20◦.

Expanding on the work in [12], Smith and Nelson [14] utilized a two-dimensional fast
Fourier transform method to determine ply orientation for unidirectional composites. They
advanced the state of the art by presenting results for determining the weave type for the
fabric present in non-unidirectional carbon fiber composites using ultrasound data. In [34],
Smith further developed the methodology for determining ply orientation in unidirectional
composites and proposed guidelines for acquiring ultrasound data and a method for
automated analysis.

Nelson and Smith [16] presented a different technique for determining the ply orienta-
tion of unidirectional composites through the use of the Radon transform. Their work only
examines a laminate with orientations of 0◦, ±45◦, and 90◦. The Hilbert transform was
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used to help determine ply interfaces and is coupled with the orientation data provided
by the Radon transform. Recent work in the literature has focused on improving the
signal quality of the captured ultrasonic waveform near the front and back surfaces of
the part. For example, Yang et al. [35] provide an approach using advanced filtering and
reconstruction to provide a better quantification of the individual ply thicknesses. Similarly,
Zilidou et al. [36] use a simulation to generate the expected signal for a given laminate
structure and subtract this signal from the physical signal to better represent changes near
the front and back surfaces caused by defects.

The work presented in this paper advances the works of Smith and Clark [10],
Hsu et al. [12], and Nelson and Smith [16] as it provides a method for determining the ply
orientation of woven carbon fiber composites. This work uses a custom ultrasonic immer-
sion C-scan system to scan carbon fiber laminates using a 15 MHz transducer. The laminates
scanned are not limited in their layup to being balanced or symmetric. This work extends
the earlier works by focusing on woven laminates, and instead of binning the allowed
orientations into a prescribed set of orientations of 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦, the presented method
quantifies the orientation to within 3◦ with a 98.3% confidence of the as-manufactured
composite. This work does not use any knowledge of the part a priori in the analysis.

The irregular ply stacks used in this study are selected to highlight the expanded
capabilities of the technique and further study the ability of such techniques to identify
subtle variations within the ply orientation stack. Another uniqueness is the ability to
automatically extract the orientation for each individual lamina and report the orientation
as a function of lamina depth. An algorithm is presented that makes use of the 2D FFT
to determine the ply orientation and the effectiveness is demonstrated on 12 different
laminates ranging from 3 plies to 18 plies totaling 117 unique laminae. The presented
automated technique characterized the orientation within ±3◦ over 98% of the time over
those 117 laminae and correctly characterized the number of laminae in each part for every
single part analyzed.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Composite Fabrication

In an earlier study by the authors and their collaborators, over 500 carbon fiber
specimens were fabricated using 3 K, 203 gsm (6 oz.) plain-weave carbon fiber from ACP
Composites (Livermore, CA, USA) as part of a larger study for an FAA certification (see [37]
for more details on the expanded study). This present study makes use of 12 specimens
selected from the larger set. A total of 4 different composite thicknesses are studied with
3 unique laminates fabricated in-house from each thickness of 3-ply, 6-ply, 12-ply, and
18-ply laminates. Laminae were cut with the use of a projected overhead grid using
calibration patterns that project grids for different angles onto the carbon fiber fabric prior
to the markup of the dry fabric. The ply stack for each lamina is provided in Table 1.
It is noted that the ply stacks of the laminates studied are chosen to not be exclusively
balanced and symmetric, nor are the laminates exclusively quasi-isotropic. This selection
encompasses previous studies as well as expanding the application space to a broader range
of composites. This blend of standard and non-standard panels is selected to highlight the
effectiveness and versatility of the introduced method. The vacuum-assisted resin transfer
method (VARTM) is used to infuse a Proset INF 114 resin and Proset 211 hardener mixture,
and the laminates are cured according to the manufacturer’s recommended cure cycle with
an 8 h hold at room temperature for gelation and an elevated temperature cure of 8 h at
80 ◦C. After the completion of the cure cycle, six samples are cut from each laminate to a
nominal size of 76.2 mm × 76.2 mm (3 in × 3 in); two of the samples are used in this study,
with the remaining samples reserved for a future investigation.
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Table 1. List of laminates studied and their manufactured orientation.

Part
Name

Number of
Plies Manufactured Orientation

3A 3 [10/85/75]
3B 3 [12/20/30]
3C 3 [45/30/45]
6A 6 [70/60/20/40/30/50]
6B 6 [15/25/65/65/25/15]
6C 6 [40/75/15/15/75/40]

12A 12 [60/60/00/30/60/15/15/60/30/00/60/60]
12B 12 [50/10/50/70/40/50/70/20/50/10/40/70]
12C 12 [20/80/40/20/35/60/60/35/20/40/80/20]
18A 18 [00/15/05/00/85/85/20/35/20/45/70/45/00/70/00/70/05/85]
18B 18 [25/65/55/15/85/45/20/50/80/80/40/35/25/00/65/10/30/35]
18C 18 [15/45/30/45/15/45/00/60/45/45/60/00/45/15/45/30/45/15]

2.2. Burn Testing and Ply Orientation Validation

To validate the orientation of all parts within the larger study, one of the samples was
used as a witness sample and subjected to a burn test and layer-by-layer microscopy to
quantify the as-manufactured ply orientation. The burn testing procedure comprises three
steps: placing the composite specimen in a furnace at an elevated temperature, causing the
resin to burn off and leaving the underlying fibers; imaging each ply within the laminate
using a calibrated overhead camera system; and post-processing the images in the MATLAB
(2021a version) environment using custom codes to determine the true orientation of each
ply within the laminate. Each witness sample was placed in a furnace on an aluminum
plate for twenty minutes at 500 ◦C to burn off the resin; this provided sufficient time to
remove all but nominal amounts of the resin while not causing appreciable decomposition
of the carbon fibers. The presented approach is not intended to provide a means to quantify
the volume fraction of fibers. That would require an inert atmosphere or the acid digestion
method outlined in ASTM D3171, as carbon fibers are susceptible to progressive oxidation
outside of an inert gas environment. Thermal digestion in atmosphere is used in this study
to remove the resin sufficiently to allow for the individual lamina to be separated while
maintaining sufficient rigidity of the individual lamina so as not to disassemble along the
individual carbon fiber tows. Figure 1 shows the setup used to capture the images of the
plies used to determine orientation. A square was placed within the image to provide
a reference orientation, and a digital camera was aligned directly over the composite to
minimize any potential angle distortions.
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Figure 1. Example of counting the plies within the laminate and capturing images for each ply to
determine orientation.
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Although the samples were 76.2 mm × 76.2 mm (3 in × 3 in) and square prior
to thermal digestion, once the resin binder was removed, the plies could shift slightly
during handling, changing their dimensions and shape. The analysis code allows for the
quantification of the ply orientation for fabric squares that became misaligned. This is
achieved by using the square in the image as the reference frame and then using 3 corners
of the ply in the image to map the rotation needed to create a coordinate transformation
and skewing to map the ply back to a square. The user then determines ply orientation
by selecting multiple points along an individual tow of the ply. In the case that three or
more points are clicked along a tow, a linear best fit is used to determine the orientation.
Table 2 shows the true orientation for every ply of every part within this study. In total, of
the 117 plies analyzed, only 2 plies are more than ±3◦ off the designed orientation, ply 6 of
part 6A and ply 12 of part 12C, both of which are 4◦ from the as-designed orientation. Note
that the plain weave pattern repeats every 90◦; thus, ply 12 of part 18C with a value of 89◦

is only considered to be off by 1◦ of the as-designed orientation of 0◦.

Table 2. True Orientation of Laminate Samples After Burn Testing (Units Expressed in Degrees).

Lamina 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

3A 8 88 73

3B 10 18 27

3C 43 31 43

6A 70 60 19 42 29 46

6B 14 22 65 64 23 13

6C 39 77 14 16 73 42

12A 60 58 1 32 59 17 16 58 30 0 60 58

12B 48 8 50 69 41 47 68 20 48 10 41 69

12C 21 80 39 19 33 57 59 35 20 41 80 24

18A 3 15 4 1 87 87 21 34 20 46 69 46 2 70 1 71 5 86

18B 25 66 56 16 88 44 23 51 82 80 42 36 24 2 65 12 32 34

18C 14 43 28 43 15 43 1 59 42 44 57 89 44 14 43 28 43 15

2.3. Scanning Setup

A custom C-scan immersion system filled with the available tap water is utilized to
scan each laminate. The scanner was designed and built in-house with commercial off-the-
shelf components. An Olympus Focus PX pulser/receiver (Olympus, Breiningsville, PA,
USA) is used to excite a spherically focused 15 MHz Accuscan transducer from Olympus
and then capture the data in a pulse-echo configuration aligned orthogonal to the surface.
The transducer has an element size of 6.35 mm (1/4 in.) and a focal length of 37.03 mm
(1.46 in.). The transducer’s measured peak frequency is 15 MHz, with a true center fre-
quency of 14.43 MHz and a−6 dB frequency bandwidth between 9.11 MHz and 19.75 MHz.
The transducer was driven with a 190 V negative square wave pulse with a duration of
30 ns. The gain for each scan is set such that the front wall of the part is slightly saturated
to compensate for the high attenuation of the ultrasonic signal as it passes through the
laminate. For the case of the 18 laminae parts, time-corrected gain (TCG) is utilized, where
a linear gain was applied across the part from the front wall to the back wall such that
the back wall has an amplitude of 20% to 30% of saturation. The transducer is translated
spatially in a raster pattern using BiSlide translation systems from Velmex (Bloomfield, NY,
USA), and ultrasonic scans are collected every 0.2 mm over a 50 mm × 50 mm scan area
roughly in the center of the fabricated coupon. Once the scan is complete, the scan data is
exported to the MATLAB environment for further analysis.
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3. Analysis
3.1. Alignment of A-Scans

It is imperative that the individual waveforms from each position on the (x1, x2) grid,
termed A-scans, be aligned in time after scanning and prior to determining the orientation
of the plies within the laminate. This alignment in time corresponds directly to the depth
dimension x3 and is caused by subtle movements of the translation system or within the
electronic timings. There are several examples in the literature [16,24,38] discussing the
need for different methods for the depth alignment of the ultrasonic data to correspond
to the front surface of the part. An improvement on the method initially presented in [23]
by the current authors is proposed to better align the data to the front wall of the part. In
the previous work, a single detection threshold was used to align the ultrasonic waveform
data, F (x1,k, x2,l , t), where the subscripts k and l correspond to the discrete index locations
in the x1 and x2 dimensions, respectively, from which the individual A-scans are captured.
In this study, we investigated detection thresholds from 5% to 100% of the maximum
allowable amplitude in increments of 5%, with no difference in results noted for anything
from the range of 10% to 80%. For each detection threshold, a two-dimensional third-order
polynomial surface is fit to the data and used to shift the ultrasonic data in time. The
averaged A-scan, taken by averaging in the (x1, x2) plane, is then calculated for the shifted
data. The value of the fourth local maxima of the averaged A-scan is then compared for the
different detection thresholds. The detection threshold that yields the greatest value of the
fourth maximum is chosen as the value that best aligns the scan data. Figure 2 presents the
resulting averaged A-scan after aligning the ultrasonic dataset to the front wall reflection
of the part. The front wall is defined as the first negative peak and occurs at 0 µs, whereas
the back wall occurs near the initial large (negative) peak occurring near 2.7 µs in Figure 2.
The fourth local maxima is used to align the waveforms instead of the first three local
maxima, as the front wall is saturated for some of the captured signals during the scanning
process for the thicker parts. After alignment, the ultrasonic scan data is represented as

F
(

x1,k, x2,l ,
∼
t
)
, where

∼
t = t− t0

(
x1,k, x2,l

)
and t0 represent the time shift for each spatial

location in the scanned region. The ultrasonic data F
(
x1,k, x2,l ,

∼
t
)

are the captured signal
and are proportional to the voltage created by the piezoelectric element when receiving
each ultrasonic signal.

3.2. Determination of Lamina Count

After the scan data has been properly aligned, the total number of laminae in the
part is determined from the aligned and averaged A-scan. The approach in this paper
is simpler than the work presented in Yang et al. [35] in that no filtering is done to the
signal at this stage in the process. It is possible that future works may investigate the use of
methods similar to that of Yang et al. to align the data prior to analysis, but that is left for
future work. This work also differs from the recent work of Zilidou et al. [36] in that there
is no simulated baseline signal from which to normalize the initial front wall reflection.
Based on our studies, it was found that using the negative wave peaks yielded the most
accurate results. The back wall of the part is identified when the signal amplitude increases
significantly, such as the signal around 2.7 ∼ 2.9 µs. Based on internal studies, the best
quality image for analysis of the last lamina was found using the first rising in amplitude
negative peak. In Figure 2, this occurs at 2.7 µs. We observe that in the initial ∼ 0.3 µs of
the signal in Figure 2, the waveform frequency changes considerably; this is due to subtle
ringing from the transducer along with the mode shift occurring from the incident 15 MHz
initial wave to the natural mode of the part closer to 5 MHz (see, e.g., [36]). The difference
in samples between the onset of the waveform and the signal for the back wall provides an
approximate thickness for the laminate as (see, e.g., [39])

d =
t c
2

(1)
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where d is the distance the wave has traveled, t is the time, and c is the speed of sound of
the wave in the medium. The factor of two in Equation (1) is a function of the acoustics
of the pulse-echo method. To relate the time it takes for the wave to travel from the front
wall to the back wall to the number of lamina, the speed of sound of the composite and the
thickness of the lamina must be known. In this case, the speed of sound of the composite
was characterized in a previous study [23] as 2890 m/s. Using the characterized speed of
sound and the manufacturer’s provided standard thickness of a typical lamina as 0.23 mm
(0.009′′), an estimated time for the wave to pass through one lamina can be determined
using Equation (1). The time of flight for the total part is then divided by the estimated
time for the wave to pass through an individual lamina, and the nearest whole number is
used to estimate the number of plies in the laminate.
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Once the number of plies is determined, the algorithm for ply orientation is seeded
with starting locations to search for the start of the ultrasonic response from each ply. The
signal from the first ply is assumed to occur approximately 40% of a ply thickness after
the first wall, and each initial guess for the next ply is assumed to be a full ply thickness
after that location. This is consistent with the work of Zilidou et al. [36] and Yang et al. [35],
who identified a rapid mode shape change at the front surface of the part. We found for
our specific samples that the use of a 40% reduction in the anticipated thickness for the
first ply yielded consistent results of the raw signal. Future studies should employ the
methods highlighted in Zilidou et al. and Yang et al. if the specific thickness of the first
lamina is desired or if there is an expected change in the thickness of the first lamina. After
the initial guesses of the location have been determined, the optimal starting location for
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gating each C-scan for every lamina is determined. This optimal location, based upon
a variety of internal studies, is the closest local minimum to the initial guess for every
ply. These local minima are at the resin interface between plies. Once the required shift
has been determined for a ply, the next ply’s initial starting point is altered by one half
of the required change in the sample to find the minimum. For example, if the algorithm
determined that the true location of the resin interface before ply five required shifting
forward by six samples, then the starting location for ply six will be shifted forward by
three samples before determining the nearest local maximum. This is shown in Figure 3,
with the laminar interfaces plotted as red ‘x’s along with the averaged A-scan for part
18C. In the figure, there are 18 identified ‘x’ marks, 17 of which correspond to waveform
at the interface between the laminae and the 18th corresponding to the back wall of the
laminate. The majority of the ‘x’ marks are similarly spaced in time, with the exception of
the first three. This corresponds to the range of the part where the dominant frequency
of the captured signal becomes correlated to that of the ply thickness. This mode shift in
the front lamina will cause a shift in the valley of the bulk A-scan as the frequency of the
transducer is changed. It was found for the investigated laminates that the selected 15 MHz
transducer provided the best balance between penetration depth and identification of the
first lamina for the fabricated composites, but the optimal transducer for a given part is
expected to be a function of the weave type, lamina thickness, and resin system.
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3.3. C-Scans of Individual Plies

The C-scan depiction of a raster scan is often used to show the value of some waveform
feature within a gated region of the A-scan across the entire region of the scan. This gated
C-scan value may be defined as the averaged amplitude, maximum amplitude, or sum of
the amplitude at each point in the raster grid. In this study, we use an alternative criterion
for defining the value within the gate at each point in the C-scan, specifically the energy
of the signal within the gated region. Prior to calculating the energy within a gate, a

spatial Gaussian averaging technique is applied to F
(
x1,k, x2,l ,

∼
t
)

as described in [23] over
a subregion surrounding the point

(
x1,k, x2,l

)
. The dataset after the spatial averaging is

applied is referred to as
∼
F
(
x1,k, x2,l ,

∼
t
)
. The energy within a gate is defined as the integral

of the square of the signal as

F̂
(
x1,k, x2,l ,

∼
t n
)
=
∫ ∼t n+∆tn

∼
t n

∼
F
(
x1,k, x2,l ,

∼
t
)2 d

∼
t (2)

where
∼
t n is the location in time of the minima, depicted in Figure 3, before the ply in the

shifted dataset. For all but the first and last plies, the gate duration, ∆tn, corresponds with
the time it takes for the wave to pass through half of a ply thickness. In other words,

∆tn =

(∼
t n+1 −

∼
t n
)

2
, n = 2, 3, . . . , N − 1 (3)

where N is the number of laminae in the composite. The C-scan image for the fifth ply of
part 18C is shown in Figure 4. Notice that the weave pattern of the ply is visible within the
generated C-scan.
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Other researchers (see, e.g., [12]) have noted difficulty in observing the orientation of
the first and last plies using ultrasound. It was observed that small modifications to the
region over which the energy of the signal was calculated made it possible to observe the
orientation. For this reason, the algorithm treats the gating of the signals for the first and
last plies differently than the plies within the core. For the case of the first ply, the gate used
for the energy determination encompasses the front wall wave to the identified location of

the first ply, i.e., ∆t1 =
(∼

t 1 − 0
)
. Similarly, the gate duration for the energy determination

of the last ply encompasses the time from the interface between the Nth and the
(

N − 1
)
th
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lamina and the back wall of the part, i.e., ∆tN =
(∼

t BW −
∼
t N
)
, where

∼
t BW is the time when

the back wall signal occurs.

3.4. Identification of Ply Orientation in Frequency Domain

The fast Fourier transform allows for the transformation of a dataset from the spatial
dimensions (x1, x2) in real space into the frequency domain. The one-dimensional Fourier
transform is often used in the temporal domain to identify select features of individual
A-scans (see, e.g., [40]), but in the present context, we are using the Fourier transform over
the spatial dimensions to capture patterns within the resulting C-scan. Within the spatial
frequency domain, the amplitude, angle, and frequency can be represented, but instead
of the frequency representing a unit of a Hz (1/s), the units are in inverse distances (i.e.,
1/mm). The 2D FFT is calculated for each C-scan using the built-in MATLAB function fft2.
Figure 5 shows the two-dimensional transform of the fifth ply in part 18C. The colormap
used in the figure is logarithmic to highlight not only the dominant frequencies within the
spatial frequency domain but also the other present frequencies that are not present when
plotting on a linear scale due to being much smaller in magnitude. The point at the origin
( f1, f2) = (0, 0), where fi is the spatial frequency in the ith dimension, has the greatest
amplitude in the frequency domain. It is worth noting that most of the transformed C-scans
have the dominant amplitude at ( f1, f2) = (0, 0), which corresponds to a fixed vertical
offset in the data; thus, the peak frequency is not of use in the present context.
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Figure 6 presents a “one-sided” view of the data in the frequency domain that is
analogous to the way in which the one-dimensional fast Fourier transform may be viewed
as one-sided. This is done by viewing only the data in a single quadrant of Figure 5, as
the other four quadrants are some mirrored images of the first. When viewing the data
in this manner, we still see the vertical offset at ( f1, f2) = (0, 0) is the most dominant
amplitude. The next most dominant amplitude occurs at ( f1, f2) = (0.50, 0.11). This
datapoint corresponds to a dominant feature in the C-scan of the ply that occurs at the
angle tan−1

(
x2,l
x1,k

)
and has a spatial frequency equal to the magnitude of the vector between

the (0, 0) point and (x1,k, x2,l). In this case, this dominant amplitude occurs at an angle of
14◦ and a frequency of 0.515/mm (13.1/inch). This frequency closely matches the spatial
frequency created by the tows of carbon fiber in the plain weave pattern. According to the
manufacturer’s specifications and internal measurements for the plain-weave carbon fiber
fabric, there are 13 tows per inch, which corresponds to 512 tows per meter. Thus, the angle
created by the most dominant amplitude in the frequency space corresponds to a frequency
equivalent to the manufactured tows per millimeter.
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In all cases, it was not practical to identify only the peak frequency, neglecting the
vertical offset peak. If this was done, ghosting of macro features and patterns could cause
an error in the angle orientation identification. Thus, a gate in the spatial frequency space,
similar to a bandpass filter, is established around the known spatial frequency of the fiber
tows of 0.512 mm−1. This is shown in Figure 7 for the one-sided view of the frequency
domain after applying a simple bandpass filter in the spatial frequency domain. For this
work, all frequencies below 0.45 mm−1 and greater than 0.55 mm−1 were set to zero within
the frequency domain. It should be noted that while Figures 4 and 5 presented the colormap
on a logarithmic scale, the scale shown in Figure 7 is a linear scale to help highlight the
significant amplitude difference at the point (0.50, 0.11), corresponding to a ply orientation
of 14◦, to the other points within the frequency space.

The ply orientation found in the filtered frequency space is then superimposed on the
gated C-scan data, as shown in Figure 8, as a secondary check. Note that in Figure 7, there
are three significant peaks, the first at 14◦, along with two peaks at an orientation of 43◦ and
73◦. In analyzing all 117 plies in this study, there was a total of 2 instances where the ply
orientation was incorrectly identified by the dominant magnitude in the frequency space,
but in each of those two cases, the second or third most dominant amplitude contained the
correct ply orientation. In the results presented below, only the dominant peak is selected,
but from an inspector’s perspective, manually going through each gated C-scan has the
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potential to increase the accuracy beyond the automated set of results presented here. Thus,
a second step, such as that of Figure 9, which shows the first and second orientations for
the second lamina of 3B, may be of benefit if an accuracy greater than 98% is required.
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Table 3 presents the identified orientations for all parts analyzed and can be compared
with the burn test orientations in Table 2. For all 12 laminates, the automated algorithm
correctly identifies the total number of plies within the part. It is noted that a 90◦ orientation
offset in the orientation is expected as a plain-weave composite with an equal tow count in
both the warp and weft fibers is used; thus, there is no difference between a 0◦ and 90◦ ply
orientation. For example, for the situation when the identified orientation is 2◦, and the
actual orientation is 89◦, the error is 3◦, not 87◦.

Table 3. Non-destructive Characterization of Laminate Orientations (Units Expressed in Degrees).

Lamina 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

3A 8 87 73
3B 11 11 29
3C 45 31 43
6A 70 59 19 43 29 47
6B 14 23 65 65 23 14
6C 41 79 14 17 73 43

12A 61 61 0 31 61 17 17 59 29 90 61 59
12B 47 8 47 67 39 47 67 20 49 11 43 71
12C 19 81 41 19 33 57 59 33 20 39 79 23
18A 0 17 6 3 87 90 23 37 20 47 71 47 3 70 3 73 6 87
18B 25 67 57 17 87 47 23 51 81 81 43 35 25 3 67 11 33 35
18C 14 43 29 43 14 43 90 59 43 43 55 87 43 14 41 27 0 14

Table 4 shows the absolute difference between the burn test orientation from Table 2
compared to the identified orientation from Table 3 for each ply of every part in this study
and the orientation predicted by the developed algorithm. Of the 117 total plies studied, the
algorithm correctly predicted the orientation of 85 plies to within ±1◦ and 115 plies within
± 3◦, for a confidence of, respectively, 73% and 98%. For all 117 laminates, the average
error in predicting the ply orientation was 1.4◦. For the two plies that were misidentified
using the algorithm, a visual inspection of the second and third most dominant frequencies
revealed the correct orientation. For the second lamina of part 3B, the second most dominant
orientation was found to be 20◦, an error of 2◦ from the burn test verified orientation. In
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the case of the 17th ply of part 18C, the third most dominant orientation was found to be
41◦, also an error of 2◦ from the burn test verified orientation.

Table 4. Absolute Error of Non-destructive Characterization (Units Expressed in Degrees).

Lamina 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

3A 0 1 0
3B 1 7 2
3C 2 0 0
6A 0 1 0 1 0 1
6B 0 1 0 1 0 1
6C 2 2 0 1 0 1

12A 1 3 1 1 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
12B 1 0 3 2 2 0 1 0 1 1 2 2
12C 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 1
18A 3 2 2 2 0 3 2 3 0 1 2 1 1 0 2 2 1 1
18B 0 1 1 1 1 3 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
18C 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 2 1 0 2 1 43 1

4. Conclusions

A non-destructive technique using immersion, pulse-echo ultrasound is presented for
high accuracy and repeatable measurements of the ply orientation within fiber laminates.
An algorithm for the determination of the ply orientation is presented, making use of the
2D FFT in the spatial dimension of individual gated signal intensity C-scans corresponding
to each individual lamina. Results from the planar frequency intensity are analyzed to
identify the angle of each ply in a plain-weave carbon fiber composite. The algorithm was
able to predict 85 out of 117 plies within ±1◦ and 115 out of 117 plies within ±3◦ of the true
orientation from composite panels ranging from 3 plies in thickness to 18 plies. Previous
work in the literature has focused on unidirectional composites and quasi-isotropic ply
angles, whereas this study presents results for a woven composite covering a wide range of
ply orientations and stacking configurations. The results shown in this study demonstrate
the potential of ultrasound as a testing and qualifying method for carbon fiber laminates
made from woven fabrics.

This improvement in the detection capabilities of ultrasound could be important in the
manufacturing, maintenance, and modeling of components, allowing technicians to better
quantify the true properties of the as-manufactured laminate in qualifying and accepting
a given part. Although the technique is presented for the case of a plain-weave carbon
fiber laminate, it is anticipated that the technique may be adapted for other weave pattern
composites and will be part of ongoing work by the authors.
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